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able to outflank the Somme salient from north and
east by pushing forward his right wing and thus force
the crossings, with the II. Corps at Bray and Corbie,
the IT. Reserve Corps and the Cavalry Corps above
Bray and downstream from Peronne, the IV. Corps at
Peronne, the III. Corps above the bend of the Somme
at Brie and St. Christ, and the IX. Corps., coming up on
the following day, at Falvy and Bethancourt.
On the morning of the 28th the Cavalry Corps was
surprised in its billets by the French 61st and 62nd
Reserve Divisions. The French, however, were routed
from the field at Manancourt by parts of the II. and
IV. Reserve Corps. Other units of the II. and IV.
Reserve Corps, the latter being completely deployed,
forced back strong enemy forces,* with heavy loss, in
a westerly direction from the front Sailly Saillisel-
Morval—that is to say, in the direction of march ordered
for the II. Corps on the right wing, through Combles.
For reasons not yet understood, the II. Corps moved away
from its own line of advance towards the crossings which
had been allotted to the IV. Reserve Corps, so that the
latter had to continue its advance behind instead of
on the left of the II. Corps. The war diaries of these
two corps will throw further light on this matter.
The intention of the Army Commander to use a corps
reinforced with heavy artillery as a strong right wing
had reluctantly to be abandoned.
The III. Corps repulsed several battalions which
tried to advance from St. Quentin and also drove back
the French 3rd Cavalry Division. By evening, after
short though frequently severe encounters, the left
bank of the Somme from Feuilli&res to St. Christ was
in German possession, In front of this line stood the
French 3rd and 5th Cavalry Divisions and roughly
* The 61sfc and 62nd Eeserve Divisions mentioned abom

